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PLEASE NOTE: 

 

This look-book is serves as an inspirational starting

guide for your holiday decorating journey. 

 

Due to changes and limitations with availability of

product, designs may vary slightly, pricing is subject to

change, and availability of designs are not guaranteed.   

 

A more up-to-date and comprehensive selection of our

holiday offerings can be found on our website:

www.branchesdesigns.com 
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It's our merriest, busiest season of

all - and if experience has taught us

one thing, it's that time is precious

and best spent with with ones we

love! It's also a welcome

opportunity to celebrate a joyous,

beautiful season in an otherwise

challenging year.

 

We want to help make holiday

decorating fun and easy so you can

get back to what matters. 

 

Please note this lookbook serves as

an inspirational starting point for

your holiday decorating journey. 

 There may be slight variations and

differences - but each design is

created with love & care for a

stunning creation that will last for

many holiday seasons to come. 
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Life is too busy to

worry about

"making pretty"

for the holidays. 

 

Let us work our

magic that's truly

"faux real"!



Holiday Classic Red
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It's the signature Branches collection that our customers have come to know and love! One

can never go wrong with a classic holiday red for stunning decor that brings warmth and

excitement to the season. Featuring our faux-real mini red berries, eucalyptus blend, juniper,

magnolia leaves, pine needles, pine stems, vibrant red amaryllis, and a touch of glamourous

gold leaves, the Holiday Classic Red pieces transform your spaces to holiday-ready in a snap. 



Holiday Classic Red
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CR-1 CR-2 CR-3

CR-4 CR-5 CR-6

CR-7 CR-8 CR-9



Colonial Christmas
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Inspired by the nostalgic and charming natural details of early American history, the Colonial

Christmas collection is quaint and heartwarming with a bright color palette. It features faux-

real pine stems, magnolia leaves, mini red berries, warm orange berries, soft lambs-ear, pine

cones, blue hydrangea, and our beautiful faux citrus. Welcome your loved ones home to a

space that's cozy, nostalgic, and cheerful with this beautiful collection.



Colonial Christmas
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CL-5CL-4

CL-3CL-2CL-1

CL-6



Southern Frost
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Craving a winter wonderland that's bright and elegant? Our Southern Frost collection brings

a touch of frosty magic to your spaces with a dazzling, sparkling pallette. You'll find faux-real

pine stems, white winter berries, frosted pine cones, saucer magnolias, seeded eucalyptus,

magnolia leaves, frosted lotus pods, and silver dollar eucalyptus. Enjoy a radiant yet cozy

elegance in your home with these beautifully crafted pieces.



Southern Frost
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SF-6SF-5SF-4

SF-2SF-1



Jingle Bell Holiday
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If there was a collection that made you want to rock around the Christmas tree, this festive

collection would certainly be it! Find our beautiful faux red hydrangeas, magnolia leaves, pine

stems,  pine cones, eucalyptus blend, mixed with luscious greens an touches of rustic jingles

bells come together with these cozy yet vibrant pieces. It'll welcome your guests with a

simple yet refined "hey y'all - and happy holidays!"



Jingle Bell Holiday
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JB-6JB-5

JB-4JB-3

JB-2JB-1



Winter Blues
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We'll have a blue, blue Christmas that's "faux real" with our Winter Blues collection - but the

cold never bothered us anyways. Designed to coordinate perfectly with neutral home decor

and inspire a "cool" vibe with your holiday guests, these pieces have our faux-real sea salt

blue hydrangea, seeded eucalyptus, frosted pine greens, pine cones, cream winter berries,

and lots of coastal tones & textures.



Winter Blues
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WB-3 WB-4

WB-5

WB-1 WB-2



Faux-Real Evergreen
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Fool your holiday guests and loved ones with this stunning collection that seems so fresh and

oh-so green! Designed with the outdoor enthusiast and lover of nature in mind, we created

this series with a robust assortment of greenery: pine stems, pine needles, pine cones,

traditional eucalyptus, and magnolia leaves. It's simple yet glamorous and will take you well

into the winter months beyond holiday. 



Faux-Real Evergreen
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FG-5

FG-4FG-3

FG-2FG-1



Nantucket Collection
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With a quintessential red, white, and blue design that channels the essence of the New

England coast, the Nantucket Collection is a slice of nostalgic holiday American royalty. It's

vibrant yet classic and features a palette of our faux-real favorites: magnolia leaves, white

hydrangeas, red winter berries, blueberries, luscious pine stems, and winter greens. Give your

guests a holiday greeting that's dapper and charming that will last all winter long.



Nantucket Collection
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NT-1 NT-2

NT-5

NT-4NT-3



Cottage Christmas
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What's better than a cozy, rustic holiday escape? Combing our signature faux-real Belgium

pine, magnolia leaves, red winter berry, and touches of forest pinecones, it's simple yet

nostalgic and classic. It also makes for beautiful base to add your own personal touches.

Perhaps add an elegant bow? Glamorous gold toned foliage? Cozy ribbon? The possibilities

are endless with this collection that will last for holiday seasons to come.



Cottage Christmas
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CC-1 CC-2

CC-3, 4, & 5

*Bows shown are sold separately, not included.



Sea Pines Collection
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Just like the iconic Harbour Town Lighthouse, these pieces capture the essence of classic

Hilton Head. With an assortment of luscious greens and coastal tones, the Sea Pines pieces

include our faux-real pine stems, lambs ear, classic magnolia, red winter berry, cream winter

berry, and pine cones. The wreath & down-drop pieces also include our handcrafted plaid

bow that really brings home the playful yet refined luxury of our Lowcountry home.



Sea Pines Collection
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SP-1 SP-2

SP-3 SP-4

SP-4



Holiday Greenery
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Just like the iconic Harbour Town Lighthouse, these pieces capture the essence of classic

Hilton Head. With an assortment of luscious greens and coastal tones, the Sea Pines pieces

include our faux-real pine stems, lambs ear, classic magnolia, red winter berry, cream winter

berry, and pine cones. The wreath & down-drop pieces also include our handcrafted plaid

bow that really brings home the playful yet refined luxury of our Lowcountry home.



Holiday Greenery
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HG-1

HG-7 HG-8

HG-6

HG-3

HG-5

HG-2

HG-9

HG-4



Beautiful Holiday Bows
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You know what really makes a design pop? A big, beautiful holiday bow! We have a lovely

selection of luxurious ribbon and have fashioned a selection of ready-made bows you can add

right to your pieces and change out for a variety of looks! They even stand beautifully on their

own for a special piece of decor. Need a special combination of ribbon or specific size?

Contact us for a quote to add to your order.



Beautiful Holiday Bows
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HB-1

HB-9HB-8

HB-6

HB-3

HB-5

HB-2

HB-7

HB-4



Cozy Holiday Light Blocks
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Just like the iconic Harbour Town Lighthouse, these pieces capture the essence of classic

Hilton Head. With an assortment of luscious greens and coastal tones, the Sea Pines pieces

include our faux-real pine stems, lambs ear, classic magnolia, red winter berry, cream winter

berry, and pine cones. The wreath & down-drop pieces also include our handcrafted plaid

bow that really brings home the playful yet refined luxury of our Lowcountry home.



Cozy Holiday Light Blocks
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LB-1

LB-4LB-3

LB-2

LB-5



BRANCHES | HILTON HEAD ISLANDBRANCHES | HILTON HEAD ISLAND

INFO@BRANCHESDESIGNS.COMINFO@BRANCHESDESIGNS.COM

WWW.BRANCHESDESIGNS.COMWWW.BRANCHESDESIGNS.COM

Spend more time with family & friends

with beautiful and easy holiday decor. 

Let us work our magic that's truly 

"faux real"!


